Customer Installation Standards

480 Volt Metered Service

Customer Supplied, Supply Side Disconnect – Waiver for Irrigation Wells and Re-Lifts Only

- A waiver for Entergy Arkansas, Inc. irrigation well and re-lift installations from the requirement to install a supply-side disconnect on the meter loop pole has been granted. The customer shall not be required to install this supply-side disconnect on any new installations unless it is the second, or more irrigation well or re-lift being attached to an existing transformer bank. *In these cases it shall remain a requirement.*
- The waiver will apply to the Customer Installation Standards for:
  - Section 7.7 480 Volt Metered Service – the first bullet point referencing the line side, non-fused disconnect
  - Drawings D7-4, D9-2, D9-3, D9-4, and D9-5 – all notes referencing a customer-supplied, supply side disconnect